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Abstract
We regard the Parikh-Wilczek’s tunnelling model of Hawking radiation as a quantum mechanical
process of stimulated emission. The hypothesized microstates are found at the horizon with double
degeneracy. A Jaynes-Cummings toy model for a black hole in the cavity is proposed to demonstrate
how to write a qubit via the angular-dependent transition coupling, which might be related to the
soft Goldstone hairs at analytic continuation. At last, we show how information is retained in the
black hole by computing the time evolution of mutual entanglement entropy in the cavity-black
holes system.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Parikh and Wilczek earlier gave a semiclassical derivation of Hawking radiation as a
tunneling process, similar to pair creation in a constant electric field [1]. If one considers a
particle with energy ω is emitted from a black hole with mass M . The emission rate reads1
Γ ∼ e−8piω(M−ω/2) = e−ω/TH︸ ︷︷ ︸
Boltzmann factor
e+4piω
2
. (1)
It is impressive a nonthermal spectrum can be obtained by assuming conservation of energy
during the tunneling process. In addition, the exponent happens to be the very change of
entropy, conservation of information is therefore achieved in terms of mutual information
[2]. Nevertheless, it is unclear whether the infamous paradox of lost information can be
resolved in this macroscopic picture since it still cannot reveal those hidden microstates
responsible for the black hole entropy. In this letter, we model the black hole as an atom with
many degenerate states and regard the Hawking radiation as a quantum mechanical process
of stimulated emission [3]. Our quantum mechanical model of black holes has following
features:
• We argue that transition from different degenerate excited states maybe responsible
for the featured radiation as depicted in the Fig. 1. In the section II, we explicitly show
that at large black hole limit, the nonthermal spectrum in the Parikh-Wilczek tun-
neling model can be reproduce. This agreement implies the hypothesized microstates
with double degeneracy were seated at the horizon. It is also tempted to guess they
are closed related to the soft gravitons which claim the black hole information.
• To justify our statement, in the section III we propose a Jaynes-Cummings (JC) toy
model for a black hole in the cavity and demonstrate how to write a qubit via the
angular-dependent transition coupling. In the section IV, we further argue that af-
ter analytic continuation, the coupling strength is related to the soft hairs, which is
represented by the Goldstone boson modes.
• The information stored in a black hole is believed to be carried by entangled mi-
crostates. On the other hand, coherent states are expected to be dephased sooner or
1 Here the natural unit is adopted that ~ = c = 1and Boltzmann constant kB = 1. If causing no confusion,
we also set G = 1, or equivalently the Planck length lp = 1 for convenience.
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later in an open system via interaction. It is curious how those information carriers
survive long enough before they are given away to the featured emission. In the sec-
tion V, we show how entanglement among the excited microstates can be sustained
for a while by computing the time evolution of mutual entanglement entropy in the
cavity-black holes system. Our result suggests the quantum information stored in a
realistic black hole can last long as if it is preserved in an invisible cavity bounded by
the photon sphere.
II. BLACK ATOMS IN CAVITY
We only focus on the Schwarzschild black hole in this letter. To avoid its runaway thermal
misbehavior thanks to the negative specific heat, we consider a gedanken experiment as
follows: one prepares a collection of many large Schwarzschild black holes confined in a
much bigger but finite cavity with reflective walls. We wait for some time until the photons
emitted by the Hawking radiation are balanced by the absorbed photons bounced off the
walls. The cavity-black holes system eventually reaches thermal equilibrium at the Hawking
temperature TH . This setup is in contrast to that in the tunneling scenario, for energy
conservation is not enforced here. We now regard our system as a collection of N -level
atoms in the Einstein’s quantum mechanical model of emission, where N could be as large
as the black hole mass in the unit of Planck mass, say O(M/mpl). For simplicity, we only
consider the transition between two nearby levels. The lower(upper) state |a(b)〉 corresponds
to the quantum state of black hole with mass Ma(b) after(before) radiation. According to
the common notation, let A be the spontaneous emission rate and Bbaρ(ω) be the transition
rate for stimulated emission. We have following additional assumptions:
• Each state has ga(b) degeneracy, which should be exponentially large enough to accom-
modate degrees of freedom in a black hole.
• Those degrees of freedom are located somewhere at or outside the event horizon.
Applying the detailed balancing to the cavity-black holes system, the radiation spectrum
reads
ρ(ω) =
A
(Na/Nb)Bab −Bba (2)
3
In thermal equilibrium at Hawking temperature TH , the black hole population in the state
ψa(b) is given by Na(b) = ga(b)e
−Ma(b)/TH . To have simple Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,
one would have demanded the relation gaBab = gbBba. In our model, however, we have
assumed ga(b) ∼ eα4A(βMa(b)) in order to respect the area law such that it can host black hole’s
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. To be precise, we assume the hypothesized microstates are
located at radius r = βMa(b) and A(βMa(b)) is the area of sphere with that radius in the
isotropic coordinate. Here the isotropic metric is adopted to honestly reflect spatial distance
in sphere:
ds2 = −(1−M/2r)
2
(1 +M/2r)2
dt2 + (1 +M/2r)4(dr2 + r2dΩ2). (3)
The proportionality coefficients α and β will be determined shortly. We are looking for large
black hole limit where 1/M ≪ ω ≪ M , then equation (2) can be cast into
ρ(ω) ≃ (A/Bba)e−ω/THeαpi4C(M,ω), (4)
where
C(M,ω) = (
2
β2
+
8
β
− 32β − 32β2)Mω + ( 3
β2
+
8
β
+ 16β2)ω2 +O(ω3). (5)
We remark the choices for coefficients α and β as follows:
• To recover the Boltzmann factor, we choose β = 1/2 such that the leading term in
function C(M,ω) vanishes. This suggests those degrees of freedom are seated at the
horizon 2.
• To reproduce the Parikh-Wilczek nonthermal spectrum, we further choose α = 2.
This implies that the degeneracy at each energy level is twice amount of the black
hole entropy, for SBH = A/4.
It has been conjectured that black hole microstates are given by those soft hairs which enjoy
the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs (BMS) transformation of supertrasnlation and superrotation [4–
12]. This infinite dimensional global symmetry is expected to be broken by the horizon
geometry to form a finite number of gapless Bogoliubov-Goldstone modes [13, 14]. Our
Einstein model of stimulated emission happens to agree with that picture that double at
2 We note that in the isotropic coordinate, the horizon locates at r =M/2.
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FIG. 1: (Left) Degenerate excited states |b1
〉
and |b2
〉
are stimulated by a photon in the cavity.
(Right) The stimulated emission may have different feature depending on which transition
〈
a1|b1
〉
or
〈
a1|b2
〉
occurs.
the horizon could be interpreted as N massless spin-2 soft gravitons at criticality, where
N ∼ eM2/l2p respecting the area law. Those microstates in coordinate representation can
be modeled as Boolean qubit at the lattice of Planckian spacing [15, 16] or in momentum
representation as eigenstates labeled by angular quantum numbers, say |l, m, s〉, where s =
±2, |m| < l and l ≤ lmax ∼
√
N [17].
III. JAYNES-CUMMINGS MODEL OF BLACK ATOM
We now construct a Jaynes-Cummings (JC) toy model for the black hole atom fit to
our thought experiment. The JC model was to study the interaction of a two-level atom
with a single electromagnetic field [18]. Now we would like to replace the atom by a black
hole. It could be dangerous to model a black hole without its spacetime context. However,
it has been argued that Hawking radiation, including the nonthermal feature, could be
well formulated without spacetime [19]. Therefore, our quantum mechanical model may be
just enough to serve our purpose to explain this featured radiation. After rotating-wave
approximation, the JC Hamiltonian, which is composed of energy of black holes, radiation
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energy and interaction, reads
H =
∑
i
Ma|ai
〉〈
ai|+
∑
j
Mb|bj
〉〈
bj |︸ ︷︷ ︸
black holes energy
+ ωαˆ†αˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
photon energy
+
∑
i
∑
j
gij
(
αˆ|bj
〉〈
ai|+ αˆ†|ai
〉〈
bj |
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
interaction
(6)
where indices i, j label each degeneracy state. αˆ and αˆ† are annihilation and creation
operators of photons. The couplings gij are responsible for emission and absorption. Without
loss of generality, we only focus on transition among just few states, say |n, a1
〉
for the ground
state, and |n − 1, b1
〉
, |n − 1, b2
〉
for two degenerate excited states. We define the product
state, for instance, |n, a1
〉
= |n〉 ⊗ |a1〉, where n is the photon occupation number in the
cavity and spin index s is suppressed in atom states. The eigenvalues and eigenstates are
calculated in the Appledix. In particular, at the resonance ∆ = 0 and even coupling strength
g11 = g12 = g, we have following remarks:
• After analytic continuation of coupling g → ig, the transition (A4) can be regarded as
the Bogoliubov transformation between in state
∣∣ ·〉
0
and out state
∣∣ ·〉
t
similar to that
in the parametric amplifier [20] or a harmonic oscillator with upside-down potential.
The Rabi oscillation frequency Ω ∼ O(g) after analytic continuation can be related to
the Unruh temperature and therefore the coupling g ∼ 1/M , which also agrees with
the gravitational self-coupling strength at criticality in [17].
• The hopping probability among those states of same energy level, say |n− 1, b1
〉
and
|n−1, b2
〉
, may represent the scramble rate, that is
∣∣
t
〈
n−1, b2|n−1, b1
〉
0
∣∣2 = ∣∣− 1
2
√
2
+
1
2
cosΩt
∣∣2. This scramble is somehow triggered by interaction with resonant photons
through coupling g. In general, one may also introduce additional hopping coupling
among degenerate states, say J
(
|n − 1, b1
〉〈
n − 1, b2| + |n − 1, b2
〉〈
n − 1, b1|
)
in the
Hamiltonian (6). This is about to shift the eigenvalue by some constant proportional
to J as well as Ω→
√
2g2n+ J2.
• To account for the large degeneracy in a black hole, the amount of various couplings
gij is of order ∼ O(eM2). Therefore the Rabi frequency will be enhanced by the same
power, which leads to fast scramble.
• In the case of uneven coupling strength g11 6= g12, the transition amplitude to
∣∣n−1, b1〉
and
∣∣n − 1, b2〉 are different. This could be responsible for featured emission and
6
FIG. 2: (Left) Degenerate microstates of Planck size are seated at horizon. (Right) A black hole
in the cavity is modeled by a two-level atom in the Jaynes-Cummings model. Coupling g is the
transition strength between excited state |b〉 and ground state |a〉, while J is the hopping strength
among degenerate excited states.
therefore encoding information. In terms of the BMS transformation of soft hairs,
the variation in photon coupling gij and hopping coupling Jij can be realized in some
arbitrary angle-dependent function F (ν, θ, φ) [13, 21].
• It was argued in [17] that the degeneracy of above-mentioned Goldstone modes will
be lifted by quantum fluctuation. That is, one expects nontrivial tidal force due
to gravitational perturbation, like the gravity version of Zeeman effect, contributes
to a small energy gap 3. We may estimate its order by considering fluctuation in
Newton’s gravitational potential δU ∼ ωδg00 ∼ Mωδr/r2|r=2M . Given the quantized
radiation ω ∼ ~/4M [22] and δr ∼ ω, one obtains the energy gap ∆E ∼ δU ∼ ~/M3
in agreement with [17]. However, its contribution to Ω is minor due to its small
magnitude.
IV. SOFT-HAIR DRESSED COUPLING STRENGTH
We have argued that uneven coupling strength could be responsible for featured emission,
from which one might be able to decode the information. While processing information in
3 This small energy gap should not be confused with those among E0 and E±, which are induced by
interaction with photons.
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quantum mechanics is reversible thanks to unitarity property, we now show how to cre-
ate a desired superposition state in the JC model by tuning the ratio of uneven coupling
strength. First a qubit is prepared at ground state ψ(0) = |n, a1
〉
. Given time, it will evolve
accordingly,
ψ(t) = (2
√
1 + δ2)−1
(
|E+
〉
e−iE+t − |E−
〉
e−iE−t
)
= e−inωt
{
cosΩt|n, a1
〉− isinΩt δ√
1 + δ2
(
δ|n− 1, b1
〉
+ |n− 1, b2
〉)}
, (7)
where we regard the coupling strength ratio δ = g11/g12 as a controllable parameter. We
remark that at late time tr = pi/2Ω, a superposition of excited states ψ(tr) is created
with coefficients tuned by δ. This suggests that the coupling strength should be dressed
with angular dependence, which might be closely related to the BMS transformation of soft
hairs. With that being said, the analytic continuation Ω → iΩ′ will bring equation (7) to
following form
ψ(t) ∼ 1
2
√
1 + δ2
(
|E+
〉
eΩ
′t − |E−
〉
e−Ω
′t
)
, (8)
in comparison to the Goldstone boson mode 4
Fˆ (ν, θ, φ) ∼
∑
lm
clmYlm(θ, φ)
(
Aˆ+e
Ω˜ν − Aˆ−e−Ω˜ν
)
(9)
where both Ω′ and Ω˜ are of order 1/M . Assuming there exists a black hole state |BH〉
such that Aˆ±|BH
〉 ∼ |E±〉. This similarity indeed implies that δ is a function of angular
dependence.
At last, we may label those degenerate black hole states |mˆi, θˆi, φˆi
〉
by mutually com-
muting quantum numbers. Let mˆi denotes the principle quantum number, which is given
by quantized black hole mass in terms of Planck mass, i.e. mˆi = Mi/mp. θˆi and φˆi are
quantized spherical angles such that ∆θˆi = ∆φˆi = c
2lp/(2GMi). Then the interaction terms
4 In [21] the black hole metric adopts ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates such that ν = t + r∗. To
show its similarity to (8), we have promoted the classical boson field F to operator and substitute A and
B with A+ and −A− respectively.
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in two-level Hamiltonian (6) are refined as
· · · +
∑
ai
∑
bj
gaibj (θˆai , φˆai, θˆbj , φˆbj)
(
αˆ|mˆbj , θˆbj , φˆbj
〉〈|mˆai , θˆai , φˆai|+ αˆ†|mˆai , θˆai , φˆai〉〈|mˆbj , θˆbj , φˆbj |)
+
∑
ai
∑
ak
Jaiak(θˆai , φˆai, θˆak , φˆak)
(|mˆai , θˆai , φˆai〉〈|mˆak , θˆak , φˆak |+ |mˆai , θˆai , φˆai〉〈|mˆak , θˆak , φˆak |)
+
∑
bj
∑
bl
Jbjbl(θˆbj , φˆbj , θˆbl , φˆbl)
(|mˆbj , θˆbj , φˆbj〉〈|mˆbl, θˆbl , φˆbl|+ |mˆbl, θˆbl , φˆbl〉〈|mˆbj , θˆbj , φˆbj |) (10)
for angular dependent photon coupling gij (among different mass/energy levels) and hopping
coupling Jij (among same mass/energy levels).
V. DEGREE OF ENTANGLEMENT
On the other hand, given a mixed excited state such as that in the previous section, one
is interested in the time evolution of its degree of entanglement. In this letter, we adopt the
mutual entropy method (DEM) proposed in [23] and its application to JC model [24]. We
prepare the initial state
ρ(0) = λ1|n− 1, b1
〉〈
n− 1, b1|+ λ2|n− 1, b2
〉〈
n− 1, b2| (11)
and photons are in a coherent state
ω = |θ〉〈θ|, |θ〉 = exp(− 1
2
|θ|2
)∑
j
θj√
j!
|j〉, (12)
The time evolution for the JC model between black atom and coherent field is generated
by Hˆ, namely, given the unitary operator Ut = exp(−itHˆ), we have
ρ(t) = Ut
(
ρ(0)⊗ ω
)
U∗t
= c11(t)|n, a1
〉〈
n, a1|+ c12(t)|n, a1
〉〈
n− 1, b1|+ c13(t)|n, a1
〉〈
n− 1, b2|
+ c21(t)|n− 1, b1
〉〈
n, a1|+ c22(t)|n− 1, b1
〉〈
n− 1, b1|+ c23(t)|n− 1, b1
〉〈
n− 1, b2|
+ c31(t)|n− 1, b2
〉〈
n, a1|+ c32(t)|n− 1, b2
〉〈
n− 1, b1|+ c33(t)|n− 1, b2
〉〈
n− 1, b2|
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FIG. 3: Evolution of degree of entanglement due to mutual entropy (DEM) in our toy model.
We plot for different average photon numbers θ = 5, 10, 50 given λ1 = 0.25, λ2 = 0.75. The time
evolution shows periodic Rabi oscillation as usual JC model. For more photons in the cavity, the
model achieves its strongest entanglement at later time but also lasts longer.
where
c11 =
1
2
exp
(− |θ|2)(λ1 + λ2)∑
n
|θ|2n
n!
sin2Ωt
c22 =
1
4
exp
(− |θ|2)∑
n
|θ|2n
n!
{
λ1(1 + cosΩt)
2 + λ2(cosΩt− 1)2
}
= c33
c12 =
−i
2
√
2
exp
(− |θ|2)∑
n
|θ|2n
n!
sin Ωt
{
λ1(1 + cosΩt) + λ2(cosΩt− 1)
}
= c∗21
c13 =
−i
2
√
2
exp
(− |θ|2)∑
n
|θ|2n
n!
sin Ωt
{
λ1(cos Ωt− 1) + λ2(1 + cosΩt)
}
= c∗31
c23 =
1
4
exp
(− |θ|2)∑
n
|θ|2n
n!
(− sin2Ωt){λ1 + λ2} = c∗32
Following [24], one can obtain the reduced density operator ρ(t)A and ρ(t)F for black atom
and radiation field respectively. Then the DEM is computed as
Iρ(ρ(t)A, ρ(t)F ) = −c11 log c11 − c22 log c22 − c33 log c33 (13)
+ c12 log c12 + c21 log c21 + c23 log c23 + c32 log c32 + c13 log c13 + c31 log c31
In the Fig. 3, we show time evolution of degree of entanglement due to mutual entropy
(DEM) in our toy model. We plot for different average photon numbers θ = 5, 10, 50 given
λ1 = 0.25 and λ2 = 0.75. The time evolution shows periodic Rabi oscillation as usual JC
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model. For more photons in the cavity, the model achieves its strongest entanglement at
slightly later time but the entanglement lasts much longer. Instead of our thought exper-
iment, which concerns black holes in a very large cavity, one may consider a single black
hole surrounded by resonant photons trapped inside the photon sphere, which behaves like
a cavity with semi-transparent walls. Our simulation suggests that a black hole can retain
its information by sustaining entanglement for a long time since it is probably surrounded
by huge amount of photons.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In this letter, we construct a toy JC model of black hole and regard the Hawking radia-
tion as the stimulated emission. We conclude that doublet microstates are seated at event
horizon. While those degrees of freedom might be the soft gravitons in the BMS transforma-
tion, there could be other candidates such as the spin foam in the Loop Quantum Gravity
[25, 26]. We further argue that coupling strength could have angular dependence in parallel
to those arbitrary functions appeared in the components of Goldstone boson modes. Later
we also show this angular feature can be woven into entanglement among excited states. In
general, those eigenstates in (8) should be given more angular quantum numbers like |Elm±
〉
if the complete interaction (10) is considered. Then the total N ∼ eM2/l2p coefficients in
front of |Elm±
〉
can be uniquely determined by the same number of coefficient clm in front of
Goldstone boson modes. At last, our JC model illustrates that a entangled system may still
stay coherent for a long while provided interaction with large amount of photons. It also
needs to point out that the degree of entanglement oscillates at Rabi frequency as expected
in any JC model. We argue that all these features could be seen in a realistic black hole
system where the photon sphere might have played the role of cavity wall. As a final remark,
we have seen our quantum mechanical model of black holes can capture several features of
nonthermal Hawking radiation and black hole information. It is interesting to see how far
one can model black holes without spacetime and to which stage spacetime curvature does
concern. We will leave them for future study.
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Appendix A: The Jaynes-Cummings model
The Jaynes-Cummings model for the black hole atom in our thought experiment is pro-
posed as follows:
Hˆ =
∑
i
Ma|ai
〉〈
ai|+
∑
j
Mb|bj
〉〈
bj |+ ωαˆ†αˆ+
∑
i
∑
j
gij
(
αˆ|bj
〉〈
ai|+ αˆ†|ai
〉〈
bj |
)
(A1)
where indices i, j label each degeneracy state. αˆ and αˆ† are annihilation and creation
operators of photons. The couplings gij are responsible for emission and absorption. Without
loss of generality, we only focus on transition among just few states, say |n, a1
〉
for the ground
state, and |n − 1, b1
〉
, |n − 1, b2
〉
for two degenerate excited states. We define the product
state, for instance, |n, a1
〉
= |n〉 ⊗ |a1〉, where n is the photon occupation number in the
cavity and spin index s is suppressed in atom states. The Hamiltonian in its matrix form
reads 

〈
n, a1|Hˆ|n, a1
〉 〈
n, a1|Hˆ|n− 1, b1
〉 〈
n, b1|Hˆ|n− 1, b2
〉
〈
n− 1, b1|Hˆ|n, a1
〉 〈
n− 1, b1|Hˆ|n− 1, b1
〉 〈
n− 1, b1|Hˆ|n− 1, b2
〉
〈
n− 1, b2|Hˆ|n, a1
〉 〈
n− 1, b2|Hˆ|n− 1, b1
〉 〈
n− 1, b2|Hˆ|n− 1, b2
〉


The eigenvalues then read
E0 = nω +∆, E± = nω +
∆
2
±
√
(g211 + g
2
12)n +∆
2/4, (A2)
where the detuning parameter ∆ ≡ Mb −Ma − ω. The corresponding eigenstates (before
normalization) are
|E0
〉
= −g12
g11
|n− 1, b1
〉
+ |n− 1, b2
〉
, (A3)
|E±
〉
=
(
− ∆
2g12
√
n
±
√(g11
g12
)2
+ 1 +
( ∆
2g12
√
n
)2)|n, a1〉+ g11
g12
|n− 1, b1
〉
+ |n− 1, b2
〉
.
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In particular, at the resonance ∆ = 0 and even coupling strength g11 = g12 = g, one obtains
the time evolution of states:
|n, a1
〉
t
= cosΩt|n, a1
〉
0
+
i√
2
sin Ωt
(
|n− 1, b1
〉
0
+ |n− 1, b2
〉
0
)
,
|n− 1, b1
〉
t
=
i√
2
sin Ωt|n, a1
〉
0
+
( 1
2
√
2
+
1
2
cosΩt
)
|n− 1, b1
〉
0
+(
− 1
2
√
2
+
1
2
cosΩt
)
|n− 1, b2
〉
0
,
|n− 1, b2
〉
t
=
i√
2
sin Ωt|n, a1
〉
0
+
(
− 1
2
√
2
+
1
2
cosΩt
)
|n− 1, b1
〉
0
+( 1
2
√
2
+
1
2
cosΩt
)
|n− 1, b2
〉
0
, (A4)
for given initial states |n, a1
〉
0
, |n− 1, b1
〉
0
and |n− 1, b2
〉
0
. Here we ignore the overall phase
factor einωt and denote Ω ≡ √2g2n. One can further obtain the unitary operator for time
evolution
exp(−itHˆ) = |0, a1
〉〈
0, a1|+
∞∑
n
e−inωt
{
cosΩt|n, a1
〉〈
n, a1|
+
1√
2
(− i sinΩt)(|n, a1〉〈n− 1, b1|+ |n− 1, b1〉〈n, a1|)
+
1√
2
(− i sinΩt)(|n, a1〉〈n− 1, b2|+ |n− 1, b2〉〈n, a1|)
+
1
2
(
1 + cosΩt
)|n− 1, b1〉〈n− 1, b1|
+
1
2
(
cos Ωt− 1)(|n− 1, b1〉〈n− 1, b2|+ |n− 1, b2〉〈n− 1, b1|)
+
1
2
(
1 + cosΩt
)|n− 1, b2〉〈n− 1, b2|} (A5)
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